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1.  Answer the following questions (any four)     2*4=8 

a. Who was NetaiBairagi? 

b. Why was Bhabani famous in the 19
th

 century Calcutta? 

c. What do you understand by „swangergan?‟ 

d. Who first inventedrosogolla in the 19
th

 century Bengal? 

e. What do you understand by “new women?” 

f.Who was „thikejhi?‟ 

g. How did AlalerGharerDulal gain popularity? 

h. What was ramjama? 

 

2. Answer the following questions (any four)     4*4=16 

a. What is “patron-client” relationship? 

b. How did Paulo Freire explain the “culture of silence?” 

c. Describe the contribution of Gopal Udey in the 19
th

 century jatra. 

d. How did tarjas transform into „kobi‟ gan? 

e. How did KabirdasGonsai “used the city, Calcutta, as a metaphor to describe the 

human body?” 

f. What was the objective behind composing HutomPyacharNaksha? 

g. Describe the role of Prasanna Kumar Tagore in the history of theatre in Bengal. 

h. How did domestic service become an important occupation for rural women after the 

depression of 1930? 

 

3. Answer the following questions (any two)     2*8=16 

a. What was “wash technique” in the visual art of Bengal? Describe the contribution of 

Jamini Roy in the history of painting in Bengal. 

b. How did “an amalgam of several food styles” take place in the culinary history of 19
th

 

century Bengal? Describe with reference to Budhhadev Bose‟s 

“BhojonshilpiBangali.” 

c. Why did Swapna Banerjee say about the practice of domestic service in Bengal in the 

late colonial period that “it was the desire of the middle class to establish hegemony 

over the subaltern population?” 



d. How was colonialism challenged by the disheartened form of nationalism in the late 

19
th

 century? Establish your fact with reference to the history of football in Bengal. 
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